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Des Moines Water Works Board of Trustees, 

My name is Chris Wilbeck. I live in the Beaverdale area of Des Moines with my husband and 11 year old 

son.  I moved here last year after living in rural Greene County for 11 years.  I love my new 

neighborhood, but am still proud to count many farm families in Greene County as dear friends. 

I’m here, today, to whole heartedly SUPPORT your lawsuit against the 3 upstream counties sending 

excessive nitrates our way.   In fact, I think you should add Greene County, with its 110 drainage 

districts, to your list of counties to monitor and sue.  Why? 

 

Some may claim the lawsuit hurts farmers.  I disagree.  I claim it only makes counties accountable for the 

pollution they send downstream that DMWW and Des Moines citizens have to deal with.  

 

We had to move to Des Moines from our 10 acre dream home in Rippey because my family was 

threatened by the toxic air emitted from a 4800 head hog confinement built down the road.  Now, my 

family will be threatened by drinking water polluted by the hundreds upon hundreds of hog 

confinements rubber-stamped by upstream county supervisors who rarely understand the permits they 

approve and aren’t held accountable for the consequences.  They need to become accountable for the 

permits they approve and the drainage districts they manage. 

I’ve seen, first-hand, the thousands of gallons of manure spread on farm fields near my former home.  

So much manure … it cannot possibly be “used” and will undoubtedly leach into the water that drains 

from the tile lines into the Raccoon River and ultimately to my tap in Des Moines.   

 

I’ve seen, first-hand, the pipe to the ditch that runs directly from the tile line surrounding the 

confinement near my former home.  Tile line that’s installed to capture manure leakage from the 

concrete confinement holding a million gallons of liquefied waste runs through a pipe to an open ditch. 

That ditch is connected to other tile lines that drain into the Raccoon River and ultimately to my tap in 

Des Moines.   

 

Most likely the same thing is happening in the 3 counties named in your lawsuit. 

 

I want clean, safe, affordable drinking water.  I don’t want to read countless “blue baby” water alerts in 

the Des Moines Register, like I read in the Jefferson Bee for the Greene County town of Churdan.  I don’t 

want to pay for expensive infrastructure that will be required to resolve an escalating problem that 

upstream counties are causing. Until they are held accountable and forced to mitigate the pollution they 

send our way, they will make no real attempt to correct it.   

 

I stand here, today, pleased to support DMWW’s decision to protect and secure my family’s right for 

drinkable water.  No person, no industry, no authority has the right to pollute or enable the pollution of 

the water we drink.  Ever. 

 

Thank you, 

 

 

Chris Wilbeck 

2918 34th Street, Des Moines IA 50310 


